




Full Time Service Personnel1, 2 stationed in Scotland3 by Pay Band

Regular Gurkha FTRS Total

>£26,000  6,910  ~  420  7,330 

<=26,000  3,010  -  ~  3,010 

Total  9,910  ~  420  10,340 
Source: Defence Statistics (Tri-Service)

"-" - 0

"~" - <5

1. Full Time Service personnel includes Regulars, Gurkhas and FTRS from all three services. 

2. The new tax mitigation policy is regarding Regulars and Gurkhas only.

3. The figures are based on Service personnel's stationed location and not their location of residence - where 

personnel work isn't necessarily where they live. Not everyone stationed in Scotland is a Scottish taxpayer and not 

every Scottish taxpayer is stationed in Scotland. Personnel deployed on operations to an area away from their 

stationed location are shown against their most recent stationed location. The Royal Navy/Royal Marines 

personnel on sea service are included against the local authority containing the home port of their ship.

4. Includes basic salary and X Factor, excludes allowances and other retention-type payments, some of which are 

taxable. 

5. Figures have been rounded as they are estimates. They have been rounded to the nearest 10, numbers ending 

in "5" have been rounded to the nearest 20 to prevent systematic bias.
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